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Abstract
New insights have emerged from maturing long-term academic and commercial clinical trials regarding optimum management of
chronic myeloid leukemia (CML). Velocity of response has unexpectedly proved less important than hitherto thought, does not predict
survival, and is of unclear relevance for treatment-free remission (TFR). Serious and cumulative toxicity has been observed with
tyrosine kinase inhibitors that had been expected to replace imatinib. Generic imatinib has become cost-effective first-line treatment in
chronic phase despite chronic low-grade side-effects in many patients. Earlier recognition of end-phase by genetic assessment might
improve prospects for blast crisis (BC). TFR has become an important new treatment goal of CML. To reflect this new situation ELN
has recently revised and updated its recommendations for treating CML. After a brief review of 175 years of CML history this review
will focus on recent developments and on current evidence for treating CML in 2020.
Introduction

Twenty-two years after the first patients with chronic myeloid
leukemia (CML) were treated with the tyrosine kinase inhibitor
(TKI) imatinib, outcome exceeds all expectations: most CML
patients achieve a normal life expectancy, some in sustained
treatment-free remissions (TFR) may operationally be cured.
Some expectations remain unmet, however. Most patients

require life-long maintenance therapy. Also, progression to blast
crisis still occurs in 5% to 7%of patients and remains a challenge.
CML has not become the model disease for treating other
leukemias or cancers. But the principle of elucidation of
pathogenesis as a successful approach to treatment of cancer
has been impressively shown in CML.
Success came a long way. CML was first described in 1844/5

when Virchow coined the term leukemia (Leukämie).1–5 Bone
marrow was proposed early as possible tissue of origin of CML,6

but a definite diagnosis became possible only 82 years later when
the Philadelphia (Ph)-chromosome was discovered and then the
translocation t (9;22) was identified as hallmarks of the disease.7,8

The subsequent molecular dissection of the chromosomal
breakpoints with identification of the BCR-ABL fusion products
laid the groundwork for molecular CML-diagnostics and for
targeted therapy with BCR-ABL Tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI)
as the current treatment principle of choice. Molecular BCR-
ABL1 monitoring in CML with derivation of the International
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Scale (IS) has become the posterchild for molecular monitoring of
other leukemias and diseases.
Early palliative treatments were arsenic (Fowler’s solution, 5 to

10 drops 3� daily for several weeks)9,10 and splenic irradiation,11

the mainstays of treatment until 1953 when busulfan was
introduced.12 Hydroxyurea, available since 1963,13 was easier to
handle, had fewer side effects than busulfan and prolonged
survival modestly.14 Bone marrow transplantation was intro-
duced in the late seventies15 and provided the first cures.16 At the
same time interferon alpha (IFN) was shown to induce complete
cytogenetic remissions (CCR) in a substantial minority of
patients,17 usually younger patients. Randomized studies18–20

documented prolongation of survival with IFNwhich became the
treatment of choice, although its exact mechanism of action is still
not fully understood.21

The benefit by IFN had just been recognized (ASH manage-
ment recommendations 1999)22 when BCR-ABL tyrosine kinase
inhibition was introduced.
The detection of the ABL-oncogene was a byproduct of the

search for a human leukemia virus in the 1960s and early 1970s.
The first oncogenes (SRC, MYC) were isolated from chicken
leukemia viruses.23,24 ABL was isolated from the acutely
transforming murine Abelson leukemia virus in 1980.25

Numerous other oncogenes, isolated from retroviruses and from
genomes of normal cells, followed.
Many oncogenes, amongst them SRC and ABL, encoded

kinase activities that most notably phosphorylate tyrosine, a
rarely phosphorylated amino acid.25,26 This finding gained
significance for CML when it was recognized that the human
ABL oncogene homologue was located on chromosome 9 at the
breakpoint of t (9;22).27 The discovery of fusion transcripts of
ABL with BCR sequences from chromosome 2228 led to
transfection experiments and the observation that BCR-ABL
sequences induced leukemia in mice.29,30 Since BCR-ABL1’s
oncogenic properties were mainly connected to its tyrosine
kinase activity, it was the logical next step to define an inhibitor
specific for bcr-abl tyrosine kinase suitable for therapeutic use in
humans.31
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The first trial with imatinib, a phase I study with poor risk
CML patients, started in 1998.32 The stunning results convinced
even skeptics that further studies were indicated. In 1999, a group
of international investigators on CML met in Biarritz, France, to
discuss the results and to convince Novartis to produce imatinib
(at that time still STI571) in sufficient quantities for larger phase II
and III trials. A letter sent by the group to Dr Daniel Vasella, then
CEO of Novartis, recommending scale-up of the production of
imatinib made the difference (The Magic Bullet33).
The development of tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) therapy

and of molecular monitoring has been extensively reviewed by
ELN34–36 and will not be repeated here. But recent developments
of current importance as discussed by ELN in its most recent
recommendations,37 will be highlighted in this review.
Epidemiology

Median age at diagnosis of CML is approximately 56 to
57 years in Western countries as estimated from the EUTOS and
SIMPLICITY registries.38,39 Patients older than 70 years make up
more than 20%. In developing countries with younger
populations median age is less than 50 years.40 The incidence
per year per 100,000 population varies by age and ranges
between 1 and 2 depending on the age of the respective
populations.
Initial diagnostic workup

The workup at baseline includes the following examinations
(Table 1).
The preferred risk score for CML in the TKI era is the EUTOS

long-term survival (ELTS) score whose accuracy to predict death
from CML is higher than the Sokal score (Table 2).41

Identification of transcript type is important for molecular
monitoring, since atypical transcripts may give false negative test
results – and is also of prognostic importance. The shorter e13a2
transcript is reportedly associated with shorter survival and a
longer time to DMR compared with the longer e14a2 transcript.
Table 1

Initial Diagnostic Workup.
- Complete blood count (CBC) with differential at the microscope
- Marrow cytology
- Cytogenetics
- Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for detection and identification of BCR-ABL1
transcripts

- Physical examination with special attention to spleen size
- Electrocardiogram
- Standard biochemistry with hepatitis serology

Table 2

Assessment of Risk Score (ELTS score).

Score Calculation Definition of risk groups

ELTS 0.0025 � (age/10)3 Low risk: < 1.5680
+0.0615 � spleen size Intermediate risk: 1.5680– 2.2185
+0.1052 � blood blasts High risk: > 2.2185

+0.4104 � (platelet count/1000)–0.5

ELTS: EUTOS score for long-term survival considering disease-specific death; age in years; spleen size
in cm below the left costal margin measured by palpation (maximum distance); percentage blood
blasts; platelets per 109/L. All values must be collected before any treatment. To calculate the ELTS
score, go to http://www.leukemia-net.org/content/leukemias/cml/elts_score/index_eng.html.
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Based on evidence from a registry of transcript types in 45,503
newly diagnosed patients from 45 countries transcript type may
be helpful to predict response to treatment, outcome of treatment,
and TFR.42

Several additional risk factors have been implicated, but so far
none has been validated or found useful except reticulin content
in a bone marrow biopsy43–45 and high-risk additional
chromosomal abnormalities (ACA; Table 3). High-risk ACAs
predict poorer response to TKIs and a higher risk of progres-
sion.46–48 Whereas the 2013 ELN-recommendations considered
ACA a warning sign,36 the 2020 ELN recommendations
upgraded ACA to a high-risk sign for treating patients.37
First-line treatment

With few exceptions, the current first-line treatment is a TKI. A
short course of hydroxyurea may be given in symptomatic
patients while a diagnosis of CML is pending. Currently, 4 TKIs
are approved for first-line treatment by the FDA and EMA:
imatinib (Glivec®, Novartis), dasatinib (Sprycel®, Bristol-Myers
Squibb), nilotinib (Tasigna®, Novartis), and bosutinib (Bosulif®,
Pfizer). Radotinib (Supect®, Dae Wong Pharma) has been
approved in South-Korea only49 and is not further considered
here.
Imatinib is effective in all phases of CML, and therapy has

resulted in a normal life expectancy of most patients treated in
chronic phase (CP) in clinical trials50,51 and population-based
registries.52–54 No serious toxicity has surfaced after more than
20 years of use.37,55,56 DMR was achieved in more than 80% of
patients which is stable in more than 70%57 allowing attempts at
treatment discontinuation to achieve treatment-free remissions
(TFR)58,59 alleviating chronic low-grade side-effects such as
fatigue and muscle cramps.
Generic imatinib60–62 is now available worldwide and has

become cost-effective initial therapy in CP.37,63 If a generic drug
meets the national standards of a country involved in quality,
bioavailability and efficacy, generic imatinib is an acceptable
alternative to a branded product. The 2020 ELN recommenda-
tions37 state generic and brand product dosing should be the
same. Monitoring the response to generics should also be the
Table 3

Genetically Based Risk Assessment.

Chromosomal abnormalities Somatic mutations

High-risk ACA
Wang et al 201647

Gong et al 201778

Hehlmann et al 202048
Mutated genes,

selection

Frequency of
mutation in BC (%)

Grossmann
201179

n = 39

Branford
201880

n = 46

+8 RUNX1 33.3 28
+Ph ASXL1 20.5 23
i(17q) IKZF1 17.9 33
+19 WT1 15.4 NA
+21 TET2 7.7 NA
+17 IDH1/2 7.7 8
-7/7q- CBFB/MYH11 NA 6
3q26.2 TP53 2.6 3
11q23
Complex aberrant

ABL1 kinase domain 33.3 58

ACA = additional chromosomal abnormalities, BC = blast crisis
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same as with branded drugs. If there is a change in therapy from a
brand to a generic product, enhanced vigilance for the first six
months is advised. Patients should continue the same generic
brand if possible, to avoid potential side-effects due to changes in
drug structure, bioavailability and drug preparation.
Table 4

TKI Indications Based on ABL1 Kinase Domain Mutation Status.
T315I Ponatinib
F317L/V/I/C, T315A Nilotinib, bosutinib or ponatinib
V299L Nilotinib or ponatinib
Y253H, E255V/K, F359V/I/C Dasatinib, bosutinib

∗
or ponatinib

∗
Data from in vitro studies suggest that E255K and, to a lesser extent, E255V, might be less sensitive

to bosutinib.
Imatinib resistance, second generation TKI,
and second-line treatment

Second generation TKIs (2G-TKI, dasatinib, nilotinib, bosu-
tinib) were developed following recognition of imatinib kinase
domain (KD) resistance mutations64 which occur in 4.6% of
1551 CP CML patients over 10 years making it relatively rare.51

The higher potency of 2G-TKIs resulting in more rapid responses
and relief of symptoms compared to imatinib when used in
second-line65,66 led to their use also as first-line therapy. By
recognizing imatinib resistant mutations, fewer patients pro-
gressed to blast crisis (BC).67,68 These positive effects, however,
were counterbalanced by drug-induced adverse effects. 5- and
10-year data of randomized trials indicate survival with 2G-TKI
first-line is similar to imatinib. The high rates of adverse effects to
2G-TKI (particularly pleural effusions in more than 25% of
dasatinib-treated patients and serious vascular events with linear
increase to 25% by 10 years in nilotinib-treated patients) argue
against the use of 2G-TKI in first-line therapy.67–69

For second-line treatment, patients must be carefully selected
considering the comorbidities and the side-effects of 2G-TKI. In
the case of failure to imatinib, a change of therapy is mandatory
and should be accompanied by investigating BCR-ABL1 KD
mutations (Table 3). In the case of intolerance, the decision to
change may be subjective depending in part on the patient, the
physician and options of supportive care. Response criteria are
the same as for first-line treatment.
Since dasatinib has pleuro-pulmonary toxicity, previous

pleuro-pulmonary disease is a strong contraindication. A dose
reduction from the approved dose of 100mg/day in CP to
50mg/day may reduce toxicity.70

Because of the cardiovascular toxicity of nilotinib a history of
coronary heart disease, cerebrovascular accidents and/or periph-
eral arterial occlusive disease represent strong contraindications
to nilotinib. Also, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hypercholes-
terolemia and a history of pancreatitis may be contraindications
to using nilotinib. A dose-increase from the approved dose of
300mg twice daily is not recommended.
No relevant comorbidities and no strong contraindications

to bosutinib have been identified. At the approved dose of
Table 5

Five- and Ten-year Survival Results in Clinical Trials.

Study
Dose
(mg) n

Age at diagno
median (yea

CML-IV51 Imatinib 400-800 1536 53
IRIS73 Imatinib 400 553 50
MDACC50 Imatinib 400 70 48.3

Imatinib 800 201
French Spirit74 Imatinib 400-600 787 51
ENESTnd68,69 Imatinib 400 283 46

Nilotinib 600 282 47
Dasision67 Imatinib 400 260 49

Dasatinib 100 259 46
Median (estimate)

IM = imatinib, Nilo = nilotinib, Dasa = dasatinib.
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400mg/day annoying, but typically transient diarrhea occurs.
Owing to the shorter observation time compared to the other
TKI, no firm statement can be made regarding long-term safety.
Selection criteria and dosing of TKI in first- and second-line

have been extensively discussed in recent ELN recommenda-
tions.37,56

Indications of 2G-TKI and of the 3rd generation TKI (3G-TKI)
ponatinib for second- and third-line treatments based on the most
frequent KD resistance mutations are shown in Table 4.
Ponatinib has been approved for patients resistant against 2

TKI and is the only approved TKI with activity against the T315I
mutation.71,72 Dosing is critical; safety and efficacy must be
considered.37

2G-TKI and ponatinib are effective against most KD resistance
mutations, but cannot overcome resistance from other causes
such as clonal evolution with emergence of ACA.
Table 5 summarizes the 5- and 10-year survival results of long

term randomized and observational studies with imatinib or 2G-
TKI. Similar survival rates are reported by population-based
registries.52–54

Current determinants of survival in CML are comorbidities,75

major route ACA,76 risk score, smoking77 and treatment center,
but not initial treatment selection.51

Resistance to imatinib occurs in 10% to 15%, and to 2GTKI in
<10% of patients in first-line treatment. In some patients, failure
to respond may be related to poor compliance. Mutations
account for resistance in about one third of resistant CP patients,
and in about two thirds of resistant accelerated phase (AP) and
BC patients. Alternative mechanisms of resistance include clonal
evolution (emergence of high-risk ACA) and the activation of
BCR-ABL1 independent pathways. A cytogenetic risk classifica-
tion has been proposed to allow risk-based treatment adapta-
tion.47,48,78

In about two-thirds of compliant TKI resistant CP patients and
in about one third of resistant AP and BC patients, a mutation is
neither detected, nor is it the only cause of resistance. Analyzing
sis,
rs)

5-year
survival (%)

10-year
survival (%)

Median observation
time (years)

90 82 9.5
89 83.3 10.9
NR 80 9.9 (min. 8)

84
NR 85 10
92 88.3 10
94 87.6
90 NA 5
91
91 83
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the genome and expression profiles of resistant CML cells may
identify somatic mutations79–81 as early signs of progression, and
lead to a genetically-based risk classificationwith the potential for
non-BCR-ABL1 targeted therapy for resistant patients.82

BCR-ABL1 mutations can be detected with sensitivities of
about 20% by Sanger sequencing and in about 3% byNGS. NGS
is the recommended technology to detect clinically relevant BCR-
ABL1 resistance mutations in patients not responding adequately
to TKI.83,84
Allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation

Despite the superiority of drug treatment, allogeneic hemato-
poietic cell transplantation has retained a place in CP CML for
patients with disease resistant to multiple TKIs or personal
preferences.85,86 In resource poor countries the onetime expense
of a transplant may be more economical than life-long treatment
with a TKI.
Transplants should be strongly considered in persons resistant

to 2G-TKIs. Someone resistant to the initial 2G-TKI therapy has a
low chance of achieving a durable response to an alternative TKI
and should be assessed early for a transplant. Early transplanta-
tion as a rule improves outcome.87 If the patient has also failed
ponatinib, risk of progression is high. Someone progressing to AP
under treatment is a candidate for an immediate transplant. For a
patient presenting in BC a return to a second CP (CP2) should be
attempted. Return to CP2 improves transplantation out-
come.85,88 Also, in patients with high-risk ACA and low blast
counts early transplantation may improve survival.48 Transplant
mortality in CP is low,85 but GvHD remains a problem.
Transplantation in BC is a high-risk procedure and not advised.37
Pregnancy and fertility

All TKIs are teratogenic and should be withheld during
pregnancy.89,90 Low-level secretion of TKIs in breast milk
contraindicates their use during breast-feeding.91 Sperm quality
and morphology are unchanged after treatment with TKI.92 For
more in-depth information see the ELN 2020 recommenda-
tions.37
Response monitoring and milestones

Timely recognition of suboptimal response or resistance to
TKI requires regular monitoring. Hematologic and cytogenetic
monitoring have been replaced in most instances by the more
sensitive molecular monitoring with quantitative PCR-techniques
Table 6

Response Milestones Expressed as BCR-ABL1 on the Interna-
tional Scale (IS).

Time Optimal Warnings Failure

Baseline – High-risk ACA
high-risk ELTS score

–

3 months � 10% > 10%
unconfirmed

> 10%
if confirmed within 1–3 months

6 months � 1% >1–10% > 10%
12 months � 0.1% >0.1–1% > 1%
Anytime � 0.1% >0.1–1%,

Loss of � 0.1% (MMR)
∗

> 1%,
resistance mutations,

high-risk ACA
∗
Loss of MMR indicates failure after TFR.
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for BCR-ABL1 transcripts.93,94 Transcript levels are reported in a
standardized fashion according to the International Scale (IS)95–
97 which underlies the response milestones guiding treatment
(Table 6). Complete cytogenetic remission (CCR) has been shown
to be equivalent to 0.1% BCR-ABL1 on the IS.98

DMR at the MR4 and MR4.5 levels is prognostic. Progression
of CML is extremely rare at these levels.57 Patients may be
operationally cured and require no further treatment. To test this
possibility TKI discontinuation studies have been undertaken to
determine optimum duration of treatment and of deep DMR, rate
of TFR after discontinuation, and markers predictive of
successful discontinuation,58,59,99 see paragraph on TFR below.
Quality of life

This is an important evolving field building on survival, but
beyond the scope of this review.
In brief, since most patients receive TKIs formany years or even

indefinitely, observation of quality of life in these patients and
amelioration of chronic low-grade side-effects are important.
Current research preferentially addresses tolerability of different
TKIs.100,101 Replacement of one TKI by another may improve
tolerability, but frequently at the expense of other, potentially
more serious toxicity.102 Dose-reductions of TKIs are an
option.70,103 Patient-reported outcome (PRO) questionnaires
are encouraged to quantify chronic quality of life issues faced by
CML patients.104
Treatment-free remission (TFR)

TFR is a new significant goal of CML management. A
significant proportion of patients will achieve a DMR defined as
BCR-ABL1 levels ofMR4 andMR4.5 on the IS with current TKIs.
Benchmark times for molecular response rates with imatinib are
shown in Figure 1.
Median times toMR4 are 2.9 years, to MR4.5 4.7 years. 5-year

rates are 67% for MR4 and 53% for MR4.5.
Table 7 lists benchmarks of DMR that can be expected by 5

and 10 years after treatment with imatinib, nilotinib and
dasatinib.55,57,67–69 Five-year follow-up of first-line bosutinib
is not yet available.105

An attempt at treatment discontinuation can be considered, if
sustained DMR of sufficiently long duration has been achieved.
An initial observation of 12 patients94 showed that about half of
them in DMR (no detectable BCR-ABL transcripts by PCR)
stayed in remission after cessation of imatinib. In a follow-up
study of 100 patients (STop IMatinib or STIM study) 38% stayed
in TFR after an observation period of 7 years.58,106Most relapses
occurred early within the first 6–12 months. Loss of MMR
indicates failure of TFR.107 Virtually all relapsing patients
regained their prior best response level after re-treatment.
A polymyalgia-like TKI withdrawal syndrome of musculo-

skeletal pain may occur in a third of patients which is usually self-
limited, but may require treatment with acetaminophen, non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs or rarely a short course of oral
steroids.108,109 A patient study reported that the TKI withdrawal
syndrome if unmanaged may cause more morbidity than hitherto
thought.110

Table 8 shows a selection of discontinuation studies after
treatment with imatinib or the 2G-TKI dasatinib and nilotinib.
The largest of these studies = the Euro-SKI study of 755 mostly

imatinib treated CML patients who had been in DMR at the
MR4 level for at least 1 year = showed a TFR rate of 49% after



Figure 1. Benchmarks for molecular response rates with imatinib. 12-year incidences are 91% for MR2 (equivalent to CCR), 89% for MR3 (MMR), 82% for
MR4, 72% for MR4.5 and 54% for MR5. Data updated from CML study IV. (M Pfirrmann, update of Ref. 55).

Table 7

Cumulative Incidences of DMR (MR4 and MR4.5) with Imatinib,
Nilotinib and Dasatinib by 5 and 10 Years as Benchmarks.

Study TKI, depth of response 5 Years (%) 10 Years (%)

CML-Study IV
∗

Imatinib, MR4 68 81
Imatinib, MR4.5 53 72

ENESTnd† Nilotinib, MR4 66 73
Nilotinib, MR4.5 54 64
Imatinib, MR4 42 56
Imatinib, MR4.5 35 45

Dasision‡ Dasatinib, MR4.5 42 NA
Imatinib, MR4.5 33 NA

∗
imatinib (n=1442)57,55

† nilotinib 300mg twice daily (n=282), imatinib 400mg daily (n=283)68,69
‡ dasatinib 100mg once daily (n=259), imatinib 400mg daily (n=260).67

DMR-values of these trials cannot be directly compared owing to different methods of trial evaluation.
NA = not available

(2020) 4:5 www.hemaspherejournal.com
3 years.59 Duration of MR4 was determined as the most
important predictor of TFR. Treatment discontinuation is
feasible only in CP patients. Patients in advanced phases,
particularly in BC, remain a challenge.
After failure of TFR, a second stop after additional treatment

can result in a TFR-rate as high as 33% at 4 years,126 updated at
EHA 2019.
Interestingly, dose reduction prior to complete discontinuation

to reduce side-effects may improve successful TFR (Destiny
study103). Another interesting observation is the finding in the
ISAV study, by comparing TFR rates in younger and older
patients, of significantly lower TFR rates in patients under 45
years of age114,115 which is in line with the observation of more
aggressive disease in adolescents and young adults.127,128

Several studies addressed the issue of changing from imatinib
to a 2G-TKI to shorten the interval to DMR and TFR. A more
rapid response was generally observed, but toxicity of 2G-TKI
limits this approach.
5

In the TIDEL-II study, the dose of patients receiving imatinib
600mg/day failing to reach time benchmarks was increased to
imatinib 800mg/day or medication was changed to nilotinib 2 �
400mg/day.129 This approach was considered feasible.
In the ENESTcmr study, imatinib-treated patients in CCRwere

randomized to remain on imatinib or to change to nilotinib. The
rate of DMR by 4 years was, as expected, higher in the nilotinib
group, but only 57% of nilotinib-treated patients completed
4 years of nilotinib therapy. The study provided no information
whether patients in DMR subsequently achieved TFR success-
fully.130,131 It should be remembered that most patients in
durable DMR still harbor residual BCR-ABL1 sequences in their
genomic DNA.132

The ELN 2020 recommendations define the following require-
ments for TKI discontinuation for successfully achieving TFR
(Table 9).37

It is recommended to consider TFR in appropriate patients
after careful discussion employing the concept of shared decision
making.133 First-line TKI, or a change to a 2G-TKI, for faster
DMR are not recommended because of the more serious side-
effects of 2G-TKI, their increased costs and absent information
about the number of patients who might actually benefit. A
change to 2G-TKI to improve the depth of response can be
considered in selected patients in whom DMR has not been
reached such as the motivated patient with a high priority for
TFR, younger patients with low or intermediate risk disease or
women who wish to become pregnant.
End phase CML and blast crisis

Outcome of patients in blast crisis (BC) treated with single
agents, combination chemotherapy, and TKI alone and in
combination with intensive chemotherapy134,135 remains unsat-
isfactory. Once BC has occurred, survival is generally less than
one year with death due to infection or bleeding. New approaches
are urgently needed.

http://www.hemaspherejournal.com


Table 9

Requirements for TKI Discontinuation.
Mandatory:
• CML in first CP only (data are lacking outside this setting)
• motivated patient with structured communication
• accessibility to high quality quantitative PCR using the International Scale (IS)
with rapid turn-around of PCR test results

• patient agreement to more frequent monitoring after stopping treatment:
• this means monthly for the first 6 months, every 2 months for months 6–12,
and every 3 months thereafter

• accessibility to high quality quantitative PCR using the International Scale (IS)
with rapid turn-around of PCR test results

Minimal (stop allowed):
• first-line therapy or second-line if intolerance was the only reason for changing
TKI

• typical e13a2- or e14a2-BCR-ABL1 transcripts
• duration of TKI therapy >5 years (>4 years for 2G-TKI)
• duration of DMR (MR4 or better) >2 years
• no prior treatment failure

Optimal (stop recommended for consideration):
• duration of TKI therapy >5 years
• duration of DMR >3 years if MR4

• duration of DMR >2 years if MR4.5

Table 8

Selected TKI-discontinuation Studies, Update 2020.

Study TKI
Min. treatment
duration (years) n

Depth
of MR

Min. duration
of MR (years)

RFS with at
least MMR References

Euro-SKI IM 3 755 MR4 1 49% at 2 years Saußele et al, 201859

STIM IM 2 100 MR5 2 37% at 10 years Etienne et al, 2017,106 updated at ESH 2019
TWISTER IM 3 40 MR4.5 2 45% at 42 months Ross et al, 2013111

A-STIM IM 3 80 UMRD 2 64% at 23 months Rousselot et al, 2014107

KID study IM 3 126 MR4.5 2 58% at 2 years Lee et al, 2016109

Zang 2018 ASH a. 4252112

STIM2 IM 2 200 MR4.5 2 46% at 2 years Nicolini 2018 ASH a. 462113

ISAV IM 2 112 UMRD 1.5 52% at 22 months Mori et al, 2015,114 updated at ASH 2018 a.461115

STOP 2G-TKI Dasa / Nilo 2 60 MR4.5 2 ca. 55% at 4 years Rea et al, 2017116

DADI Dasa 2nd line ND 63 MR4 1 49% at 6 months Imagawa et al, 2015117

NILST Nilo 2 87 MR4.5 2 59% at 1 year Kadowaki et al, 2016 ASH a. 790118

TRAD IM / Dasa 3 75 MR4.5 2 58% at 6 months Kim et al, 2016 ASH a. 1922119

Dasfree Dasa 2 84 MR4.5 1 46% at 2 years Shah et al, 2019,120 update at ESH 2019
ENESTop Nilo 2nd line 3 126 MR4.5 1 58% at 4 years Hughes et al, 2016 ASH a. 792121

STAT2 IM / Nilo 2 96 MR4.5 2 68% at 1 year Takahashi et al, 2018122

ENESTfreedom Nilo 2 190 MR4.5 1 52% at 4 years Hochhaus et al, 2017123

D-STOP IM / Dasa ND 54 MR4 2 63% at 1 year Kumagai et al, 2016 ASH a. 791124

Spanish study IM/Nilo/Dasa 3 236 MR4.5 2 64% at 4 years Boluda et al, 2018 ASH a.47125

Routine Care TKI 7.1 128 MR4 4 67% at 2.9 years Rousselot 2019 ESH
RE-STIM (2nd stop) 3.1 (med) 106 MR4.5 1.7(med) 33% at 4 years Legros et al, 2017,126 updated at EHA 2019
Total: 19 2718 33%–68% after 0.5–10 years
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Genetically-based risk assessment by ACA and somatic
mutations has recently been proposed for a better recognition
of patients at risk for progression to end-phase CML and
BC.47,48,77,79 Currently, diagnosis of BC rests on the percentage
of blasts (20% or 30%) in blood or marrow,34,136,137 but not all
patients dying of CML reach the BC-defining blast levels.138

Earlier recognition of end-phase might enable earlier intervention
to improve prospects for BC.
End-phase CML comprises early progression with emerging

high-risk ACA and late progression with failing hematopoiesis
and blast cell proliferation.48 Up to 90% of BC patients show
chromosomal aberrations in addition to the Ph-chromosome
6

(termed major or minor route by Mitelman depending on their
frequency in BC139,140) and as many as 80% BCR-ABL1 KD
mutations.141 Also, somatic mutations have been detected in BC
and are associated with poor risk disease when detected at
diagnosis.78,79 Blast increase in blood or marrow represents the
end stage of progression.
High-risk ACA defined as the major route ACA +8, +Ph, i

(17q), +19, +21, +17 (the ACA most frequently observed in
BC),140 the minor route ACA -7/7q-, 3q26.2 and 11q23
rearrangements (less frequently observed, but negative impact
on prognosis), and complex aberrant karyotypes47,77 herald
death by CML in the presence of low blast counts.48

Somatic mutations observed in BC and in poor risk patients
includemutations of genes associated with poor outcome in other
malignancies.142 They also might enable early identification of
patients at risk of progression. Frequently mutated genes include
RUNX1, ASXL1 and IKZF178,79 (Table 3).
Patients with suboptimal responses by ELN criteria34 and with

less thanDMRafter 2 years (less thanMR4) should have a genetic
evaluation. In patients with high-risk ACA more intensive
treatment, for example, by hematopoietic cell transplantation
(allo-HCT), may be indicated. Current treatment approaches to
end-phase CML are summarized in Figure 2. Treatment depends
on disease stage. Elimination of BCR-ABL1 by effective TKI
treatment is expected to prevent progression.
Cytogenetic monitoring is indicated when response to therapy

is unsatisfactory. When high-risk ACA emerge, intensification of
treatment should be considered. There is also evidence that earlier
transplantation is more successful in patients with high-risk ACA.
An appropriate time for a change of treatment may be the
emergence of high-risk ACA rather than waiting for an increase
of blasts. AP should be treated as high-risk CML. Transplanta-
tion is recommended if response to drug treatment is not optimal.
Treatment of BC consists of intensive combination chemotherapy
based on AML regimens for myeloid, and ALL regimens for
lymphoid, BCwith or without a TKI, for instance dasatinib at the



Figure 2. Management strategy for end-phase CML. The red arrow indicates progression to the worse. CP2 = second chronic phase.
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approved dose 140mg/day for BC or ponatinib, in preparation
for a prompt transplantation if possible. Flow cytometry
distinguishes between lymphoid and myeloid BC allowing
appropriate selection of treatment. Lymphoid BC has more
treatment options and a better outcome than myeloid BC. In
patients who cannot tolerate intensive chemotherapy regimens, a
more palliative approach with less intensive therapy according to
immunophenotype should be considered such as vincristine and
prednisone in lymphoid BC.
There is evidence that emergence of high-risk ACA is an

indication for a timelier change of treatment with better
outcome.48 Comparing transplantation outcome in early and
late end-phase, a clinically relevant, though not statistically
significant difference of 30% in 2-year survival suggests that
outcome of transplanted patients with high-risk ACA depends on
disease stage similar to patients without ACA.87
Summary and prospects

Based on the results of maturing long-term clinical trials
management of CP-CML is again changing profoundly. All
7

randomized studies that compare imatinib 400mg once daily with
2G-TKIs, imatinib 400mgwith dose increase, or imatinib combined
with IFN alpha or low-dose cytarabine have failed to improve OS.
Although deeper molecular responses occurred more rapidly with
2G-TKIs, with imatinib dose increase or with imatinib in
combination with peg-IFN alpha, these events did not translate
into betterOS thanwith imatinib at a standarddose of 400mgdaily.
Nevertheless, these studies providedgreater insights in the safety and
efficacy of the drugs, as well as benchmarks for molecular response
as a basis for individualized treatment and eventually treatment
discontinuation. The studies showed that survival has moved close
to that of the general population. Now more patients die of CML-
unrelated causes than from CML. The goal of treatment in these
patients is better supportive care and management of side-effects of
treatments aiming at best possible quality of life.
A new important development has been recognizing that

treatment can be successfully stopped in a substantial minority of
patients depending upon whether duration of both treatment and
DMR are long enough to make TFR a feasible option. TFR is an
important new goal of CML management which should be
discussed with appropriate patients.

http://www.hemaspherejournal.com
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Regarding changing therapy from imatinib to a 2G-TKI in a
patient with stable CCR or MMR, but in whom the level of
DMR (< MR4) was insufficient to warrant consideration of
discontinuation, no recommendation can be made in view of the
high toxicity and costs of 2G-TKI. Also, there is no information
about the rate of successful TFR from large randomized trials
with different initial treatment regimens addressing this specific
issue.
Regarding changing from 2G-TKI to imatinib, this can be

considered when no DMR is achieved within 3 years to avoid the
risk of serious cumulative toxicity of 2G-TKI.
Current challenges on the path to cure of CML are increasing

the proportion of patients in whom treatment can be successfully
discontinued, and the further decrease of patients who progress
to BC. This can be achieved by optimizing treatment with
available drugs, by developing new drugs with better efficacy and
by better recognition of patients at risk for progression and of
optimum conditions for treatment discontinuation (duration of
DMR, duration of treatment, other factors such as risk score, age,
gender), and by more intensive treatment of patients not
responding well enough, respectively. Of urgency is still the
management of refractory disease of those 6% who progress to
BC in spite of seemingly adequate treatment. Earlier recognition
of such patients seems possible.
Finally, factors causing CML remain of interest. The only

established risk factor is still radiation as observed after the
atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Better epidemiologic
studies and registries may provide an answer. 143–145
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